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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Digital Pianos Kurzweil.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP

        The user manual for the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Digital Pianos.
        


        The black CUP2-BP from Kurzweil is an Italian-made, compact upright digital piano that features 88 fully weighted keys, and "wood embedded" graded hammer action with adjustable touch sensitivity. 

 Using the same chip technology as the PC3 Series, the CUP-2 brings professional studio-quality sound into your home. The CUP-2's 88 on-board sounds have been taken directly from the PC3, and represent selections from nearly two decades of Kurzweil sound design and engineering. 

 The Kurzweil Triple Strike Grand Piano is front and center (with a dedicated Grand Piano button), but the CUP-2 also provides quality sounds in every category; rich strings and orchestral sounds, realistic electric pianos, drums, basses, guitars and synthesized sounds. 

 While the CUP-2 leaves a very small footprint in any room, it can also fill many rooms with sound, thanks to its 140 watt bi-amped speaker system. This is the the same system used in the top-of-the-line X-Pro Upright.        
      
	        
        If you own a Kurzweil digital pianos and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP:
 	 Keyboard 	 88-Note, fully weighted, "wood embedded" graded hammer action with adjustable touch-sensitive keys 
	 Keyboard Sensitivity 	 10 selectable response levels 
	 Polyphony 	 64 voice 
	 Presets 	 88 Expressive sounds including award-winning Triple Strike Grand Piano, all taken from the PC3(Sound Program List available for download here)
  

	 General MIDI 	 No 
	 Split 	 Quick Split/Layer, easy access with adjustable relative volume 
	 Transpose 	 Full transposition to any key, +/- two octaves 
	 Tuning 	 Adjust by cents (+/- 100 cents) 
	 Effects 	 Dual ambience and effect processors (reverberation and chorus). Rich and complex effects from the PC3 Series 
	 Drum Patterns 	 78 pre-recorded interactive patterns in a variety of styles (incl. metronome) 
	 Sequencer 	 1-Track, 9-Song capacity 
	 Sound System 	 140 Watt 4-speaker, stereo sound system 
	 Audio Out 	 Stereo left/right RCA line outs (for connecting to external amplification) 
	 Audio In 	 Stereo left/right RCA line ins (for connecting external sound sources) 
	 Headphones 	 2x 1/4" stereo headphone outs 
	 MIDI I/O 	 MIDI-In and MIDI-Out connectors 
	 USB 	 1x port; "plug and play" USB functionality allows MIDI over USB for connecting to/from an external computer sequencer; no software driver needed 
	 Pedals 	 3x built-in switch-type: sustain, sostenuto, soft 
	 Finish 	 Ebony 
	 Seat 	 Matching bench included 
	 Power 	 Built-in, internally switchable AC supply 
	 Dimensions 	 42.125 x 56 x 16.5" (107 x 142 x 42 cm) 
	 Weight 	 213.8 lb (97 kg) 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new digital pianos, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Kurzweil users keep a unique electronic library
        for Kurzweil digital pianoss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the digital pianos.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Kurzweil service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Kurzweil CUP2-BP Compact Upright Digital Piano (Black) CUP2-BP. User manuals are also
        available on the Kurzweil website under Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Digital Pianos.
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